Introduction
Recently, electiric power generation using natural energy and biomass energy are getting much attention. But, the generated power using natural energy depends on weather condition. So, it contains big fluctuation. Therefore, the system to compensate such a power fluctuation is necessary for practical use. Energy storage equipment is used as a method of power compensation. Therefore, when it compensates for all power fluctuation generated from such a system only by energy storage equipment, it should have large capacity. Consequently, we have an interest in biomass generation system that usually operates alone. And we propose the power compensating method for the low frequency fluctuation using that system. In the system design, the capacity of the energy storage equipment can be decreased by using this method. Therefore, by the natural energy generation system become widely using the proposed method. In proposal system, we show results of demonstration experiment to prove effectiveness. In our research, we propose "combined type natural energy generation system" like Fig. 1 . This system consist of wind power generation, FWES(FlyWheel Energy Storage equipment) and MGT(Micro Gas Turbine) generation system. In this paper, we describe the power compensating method for considering frequency spectrum of wind power, response of compensation system, energy capacity of FWES, and availability factor of MGT generator. Figure 2 shows result of compensation. And Fig. 3 shows result of frequency analysis of power. Here, P Wind is generated power by wind turbine generator. P O W is output power from wind power generation system with FWES. P O is output to the power utility. In Fig. 2 , when you compare P Wind with P O W , high frequency fluctuation is compensated by FW compensation system. And, when you compare P O W with P O , low frequency fluctuation is compensated by MGT generation system. In Fig. 3 , similar compensation effect can be confirmed, too.
Experimental Result
In the experiment result of Fig. 2 , we make certain of how much E FW is able to be reduced by compensation for low frequency fluctuation by MGT generation system. Figure 4 shows result of compensated energy. Here, E FW is energy necessary for compensation by FW compensation system. And E CMP is energy necessary for compensation all system. Figure 4 The power generation using natural energy contains electric power fluctuation. Therefore, in order to put such power generation system to practical use, compensation for system power fluctuation is needed. In this paper, we propose a power compensation method using biomass gas turbine generator and flywheel energy storage equipment. The gas turbine generator is used for compensation of low frequency power fluctuation in order to decrease capacity of flywheel. Usefulness of the proposed system is confirmed by experiment using a test plant.
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